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In recent years the work ofthe Commission has come more and more
under public scrutiny. This has been re ected in an increasing ow of
enquiries to the Commission about its activities and in briefs and questions submitted at IJC public hearings. The Commission is responding to
this increased public interest by implementing new methods and procedures for keeping the public informed about, and involved in, IJC activi
ties. This has resulted in the production of an annual report, workshops
to assist the public in participating in IJC hearings and the formation of
special panels to provide public input to Board reports.

VI

Introduction

The International Joint Commission has headquarters of ces in
Ottawa, Ontario and Washington, DC, with a small group of advisers
and a secretary for each section. There is also a regional of ce in Windsor, Ontario which assists the Commission in its responsibilities under the
terms of the 1972 Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement; the Windsor
of ce is staffed by Canadians and Americans, with of ce costs shared
equally by Canada and the United States.
The Commission consists ofthree Canadians appointed by the Govern

ment of Canada, and three Americans appointed by the President with

the advice and consent of the Senate. The Canadian co-chairman and the
American co-chairman serve in their positions on a full-time basis while
the other Commissioners serve on a part-time basis. These six Commissioners act not as separate national delegations under instructions from
their respective governments (as is the case for most similar bodies in the

rest of the world), but as a single, uni ed body which seeks common solu-

tions in thejoint interests of Canada and the United States.

The International Joint Commission was set up pursuant to the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909. The Commission s responsibilities under the
Treaty fall into two principal categories. One category is that of Applications and Orders of Approval. The other consists of References, that is,
the undertaking of investigations and studies of speci c problems or questions of differences referred to the IJC by the Governments.
Commission approval is required for the use, obstruction or
diversion of boundary waters on either side of the border that would
affect the natural level or ow on the other side, and also in certain
cases, works in transboundary waters and streams, when such works
would raise the natural water level on the other side of the boundary.
In approving applications the Commission may set out such conditions
as it deems appropriate.
References involve the study of questions or matters of difference

brought to the Commission by either or both Governments. Under the

Treaty, either Government may refer to the Commission questions or dif-

ferences between them which involve the rights, obligations or interests of

either in relation to the other or to the inhabitants ofthe other country.
The two Governments usually consult and agree on the terms of a Reference and send a joint Reference to the International Joint Commission.
In accepting recommendations, the two Governments sometimes con-

fer additional responsibilities on the Commission. For example, in 1970

the Commission reported to the Governments on Pollution of Lake Erie,

Lake Ontario and the International Section of the St. Lawrence River. A

recommendation in this report called for the Governments of Canada and
the United States to enter into an agreement on programs and measures
to achieve water quality objectives.

In 1972 the Governments signed the Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement and the IJC was given additional responsibilities under this
agreement. In addition to assigning speci c responsibilities to the Commission to establish a Great Lakes Water Quality Board and a Research
Advisory Board, they authorized the Commission to establish such subordinate bodies as may be required, along with a regional of ce.

There is a third category of responsibility for the IJC under the
Boundary Waters Treaty which the Governments have not chosen to
use. Article X of the Treaty declares that the Governments may refer
any questions or matters of difference to the Commission for decision,
rather than simply for report and recommendations. These matters
could embrace any subject of difference between the two countries.
The Commission carries out work on both References and Applications through International Boards and Working Committees which consist of usually equal numbers of experts from the two countries. The
International Joint Commission is able to carry out its responsibilities
with relatively small staffs because it is empowered to select and use the

The Boundary Waters Treaty provides
that boundary waters and waters owing across the boundary shall not be
polluted on either side to the injury of
health or property on the other.

The International Joint Commission
has a long history of working to protect
and enhance the environment shared
by Canada and the United States.

most competent and experienced people in both countries to serve on
these technical boards. Most boards consist of engineers and scientists
who are able to organize and carry out technical studies and eld work
required by the Commission. Boards are created to serve control, investigative and surveillance functions by ensuring that the Commission s Orders of Approval for the uses of waters are complied with.
The specialists on IJC Boards perform their duties as individuals, not
as representatives of their governmental departments. They provide their
expertise and knowledge as professionals, making invaluable contributions at a bi-national level.
With about 5,500 miles of border to share, it is little short of miraculous that Canada and the United States have developed their boundary
waters with the good harmony that has prevailed. Problems have arisen,
of course, and they continue to arise but they are dealt with and settled in
far less time and with better results than would have been the case were
there no Boundary Waters Treaty. It is truly a unique instrument in the
relations between any two countries and a testament to the wisdom and
foresight of those who created it.

WATER LEVELS AND FLOWS

Water Levels and Flows

Great Lakes
Fluctuating water levels were of continued concern to many individu
als and groups along the Great Lakes throughout 1977. Lower than nor
mal rainfall on the Lake Superior basin in the rst half ofthe year
resulted in a steady decline in water supplies available to the lake. By
June the level of Lake Superior was about six inches below the long term

(1900-1976) average and the out ow was reduced to 55,000 cubic feet per

second, the minimum that can be authorized under the plan of regulation.
Lake Michigan and Lake Huron While still above average long term levels
were 24 inches below the level that prevailed a year earlier.

However, wet autumn weather changed the situation considerably.

Because of a high water supply to Lake Superior, the Commission s International Lake Superior Board of Control directed in late October that all
gates of the compensating works be opened. Gate changes were made in
increments over a period of several days so that water levels in the lower
St. Marys River did not change too abruptly. The out ow averaged about
115,000 cubic feet per second. The level of Lake Superior reached its
highest level of 1977 (601.4 feet) at the unusual time of October. Even
with the increased out ow it was expected that the winter out ow would
have to be maintained near the maximum allowable (85,000 cfs).

Lakes Erie, Huron and Ontario continued their seasonal decline

through the fall, but at a much lower rate than usual. Lake Erie levels
remained above the long term average until the end of August; with
heavy precipitation, Lake Ontario levels climbed above average in September and remained there for the rest of the year. Net basin supplies to
Lake Ontario established record highs in September, November and
December. The water levels were, however, about one and one-half feet
lower than they would have been had there been no St. Lawrence River
Power development. Lake Ontario out ows were increased to about
300,000 cubic feet per second during the heavy fall supplies, which was
substantially more than would have been possible under pre-project conditions.

New Studies on Great Lakes Levels and Flows
The Governments of Canada and the United States, in 1977, asked the
International Joint Commission to study further the possibilities of

improving the management of levels and ows of the waters in the Great

Lakes Basin. The Commission has been asked to determine the possibilities for limited regulation of Lake Erie and the consequent effects
throughout the Great Lakes Basin and the St. Lawrence River Basin. The
Commission is to examine the effects of existing and proposed diversions
of water within, into, and out of the Great Lakes Basin. Also to be studied are the effects on levels and ows of existing or reasonably-foreseeable

patterns of consumptive uses.

Boards were formed and given directives to carry out these studies, and
combined hearings were held in November and December at Chateauguay, Quebec; Toronto and Windsor, Ontario; Cleveland, Ohio and Buffalo, New York to give the public an opportunity to comment on the References.

Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence River
St. Lawrence River outlows from Lake Ontario were maintained at a
rate which kept Lake Ontario levels remarkably uniform throughout the
year while protecting downstream interests as much as possible.
Although Lake Ontario levels were about one foot lower than what
would have prevailed in pre St. Lawrence River Power project conditions, there is continuing concern about lake levels and ows and the
{Commission has expressed concern to the Governments about this prob

lem. The lake level rose in March to about 245 feet and remained at this
level until mid December.

The Seaway was kept open almost until
the end of the year to accommodate

ships which had not cleared the Lakes

by the announced closing date of
December 15.

The Commission has been asked to

study further the possibilities of

improving the management oflevels
and ows of the waters in the Great
Lakes Basin.

Efforts are made to provide shoreline property owners with maximum
protection both upstream and downstream. The International St. Lawrence River Board of Control maintains a day-to-day vigilance so that
out ows can be maintained at a proper rate consistent with the Commission s Order of Approval. The fact that the Ottawa River empties large
additional ows into the St. Lawrence River above Montreal each spring

at the same time that Lake Ontario levels are peaking, adds to the dif -

culty of providing for the maximum protection of all when setting
releases from Lake Ontario.

December again proved a dif cult time for those attempting to control

out ows at rates consistent with the interests of navigation, power gener-'
ation and property owners. Ice booms are used to form and maintain a
stable ice cover in the river; this is necessary to avoid ice jams which
reduce the out ow, raising water levels upstream and reducing power
generation. It is sometimes necessary to reduce out ows to form a stable
ice cover. After an initial period of cold weather about mid-December

«
.

during which ice began forming, the cold temperatures needed to build

and consolidate a stable ice cover did not continue. Instead, slightly
below freezing temperatures prevailed, neither cold enough to complete

the ice cover nor warm enough to melt the ice already formed. Consequently, the prolonged reduction in out ows, which lasted until after
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Christmas, combined with extremely high supplies, caused the Lake
Ontario level to rise sharply. By late December, the level exceeded sum-

mer s peak, an unusual occurrence, since the level is normally lowest dur-

ing the winter.

Although the closing date for navigation in the St. Lawrence had been
announced as December 15, the Seaway was kept open almost until the
end of the year to accommodate ships which had not cleared the Lakes by
that date. All vessels were cleared before the ice booms were closed across
the St. Lawrence River. This was only made possible by the close cooperation and extra effort of all concerned.

Niagara River
In spite of the severe early winter, which resulted in a number of new
weather records, and the fact that the worst blizzard of this century

A n ice boom is used each winter to
reduce the movement of icefrom Lake
Erie down the Niagara River.

occurred in late January, the removal of the ice boom in Lake Eric at the

mouth of the Niagara River, the opening of navigation and the date for

the last ice of the year were not signi cantly later than previous years.
This was because milder weather, beginning in mid-February and contin-

uing through April, offset the effects of the early severe weather. Removal
of the ice boom began on April 18, one day earlier than in 1976, and was
completed two and one-half days later on April 20.

Construction of the boom was rst authorized by the Commission in
1964 to reduce the movement of the ice from Lake Erie down the Niagara
River. This lessens the possibility of ice blocking water intakes of the
United States and Canadian hydro-electric generating stations down-

stream, and also provides shore properties along the Niagara River with
the bene ts of reduced ood damages.

In October 1976, the International Niagara River Board of Control

.i

,lii.
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was directed by the Commission to continue the established practice

of convening and conducting public meetings to receive views on the

effects and operation of the ice booms. The Board conducted the Annual

Public Meeting on March 18, 1977. In attendance were approximately 15
people, including members of the public and representatives from the
Power Entities and from the Maid of-the-Mist Corporation.

Souris-Red Rivers
On the Prairies, following the high water conditions of the spring of

1976 in the Souris-Red Rivers Basin, drought conditions commenced in

the summer of 1976 and continued on into the spring and early summer
of 1977. In spite of substantial relief of the drought by summer rain, 1977
stream ows in the basin remained low.

Planning activities continued on three proposed U.S. dams designed to

improve ood control and water supplies in the US. part of the basin.
Studies by the US. Army Corps of Engineers continued on the Burlington, Pembilier and Kindred Dams on the Souris, Pembina and Sheyenne
Rivers, respectively.

The Governments of Canada and the United States authorized the
Commission to undertake an economic and environmental evaluation of
the anticipated effects in Canada of the proposed Burlington Dam on the
Souris River and possible mitigating measures.

Poplar River
Construction of the East Poplar River Generating Station and ancil-

lary facilities by the Saskatchewan Power Corporation continued on

schedule and the associated Morrison Dam was completed in 1977.

Meanwhile, the Commission was requested by Governments to examine

into and report upon the water quality ofthe Poplar River in addition to
its ongoing work of preparing recommendations to Governments on the
apportionment ofthe Poplar River ows. The Commission held a special
meeting, which was open to the public, in Washington, DC. on March 31
and April 1, 1977, to provide representatives of the Province of Saskatchewan, the Saskatchewan Power Corporation, the State of Montana and
the Fort Peck Sioux and Assiniboine Tribes the opportunity to discuss
further their views on the apportionment question. The Commission s
report on water apportionment in the Poplar River Basin was to be submitted to Governments in 1978.

Rainy Lake ( ows)
The critical drought conditions and low water supplies of the summer
and fall of 1976 in Rainy and Namakan Lakes continued into 1977. The
Commission responded to these conditions with Supplementary Orders
for the purpose of conserving water in the lakes in the interests of recreational uses and sh and wildlife habitats, while at the same time allowing
suf cient ow to provide adequate dilution of pollutants from municipal
and industrial e iuents to the river.

Rainy Lake experienced both drought

and high water supply conditions during 1 977.
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The drought abruptly terminated in mid-1977 to be replaced by a high

water supply condition. Both Rainy and Namakan Lakes exceeded the
prescribed upper limits of levels following this excessive precipitation in
September and Namakan Lake peaked some two feet above the summer

level. Even with both control dams wide open it was not possible to

return the reservoir to within the operating band until December 4. Problems in the regulation of Rainy Lake were not as dif cult because greater

discharge capacity is available. However, discharges remained well above
those normally required.
The rapidity with which the long term drought situation on this watershed was replaced by one of excessive runoff points out the dif culty of
forecasting major changes in weather patterns and resulting changes in
the magnitude of runoff. With the termination of the drought and the termination of the excessive runoff, regulation of these lakes proceeded in
accordance with the 1949 Order, as amended in 1970, and no further
emergency operations were necessary.

Richelieu River-Lake Champlain Reference
In an interim report under a 1973 Reference, released in March 1975,
the International Joint Commission concluded that aside from the undetermined environmental consequences, regulation to control ooding of

lands along the Richelieu River and Lake Champlain was desirable.

However, the Commission went on to say that it was unable to determine

at that time the extent or signi cance of the environmental impact of reg-

ulation and therefore was unable to establish the environmental acceptability of regulation.

An International Champlain-Richelieu Board, formed by the Commis-

sion to study the environmental, physical and economic effects of regulation in both countries, was preparing, at the end of 1977, to submit its
nal report to the Commission.

Lake Champlain is located mostly in the states of Vermont and New

York. Its outlet is the Richelieu River in Quebec which ows north for 80
miles to the St. Lawrence River at Sorel. Flooding over the years has

caused considerable damage and hardship in Quebec. Those along the
shores of the Lake in the United States have also suffered injury. Damages also occur from low water conditions.

Lake Champlain and the Richelieu River support a great diversity of
insect and plant life, sh, fur-bearing animals and waterfowl. The shallows of the Lake and the adjoining wetlands are important to the Lake's

biotic diversity.

Several proposals have been made over the years for regulating water

levels to diminish ooding damage but the best method has not been
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Flooding has caused considerable dam-

age along the Richelieu River and
along the shores ofLake Champlain.

agreed upon. While the Commission must seriously consider ways and

means of providing relief from ood damage, it must also give consideration to the environmental effects in Canada and the United States.

Following release to the Commission of the Board s report, the IJC
planned to hold hearings during 1978 so that the public in the areas con-

cerned might express its views on the Board s ndings. These views will

be considered along with the Board Report when the Commission prepares its report to the Governments.

St. Mary and Milk Rivers
Under the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909, the Governments of

Canada and the United States agreed that the St. Mary and Milk Rivers
and their tributaries in the State of Montana and the Provinces of Alberta
and Saskatchewan are to be treated as one stream for the purposes of irrigation and power, and that their waters are to be apportioned equally
between the two countries. During the irrigation season from April to
October, annually, the
United States is entitled to three-quarters of the
natural ow of the Milk River, up to a total ow of 666 cubic feet per
second, with any ows above this amount to be divided equally between
the two countries. The division of the ow of the St. Mary River is the

l3

converse to that of the Milk River. During the non-irrigation season the
entire ow is to be divided equally.
In addition to its own natural ow, the Milk River also carries water
diverted from the St. Mary River for use in the United States, as speci ed
by the Treaty. Although the Canadian share of the natural ow was
depleted by August 1, 1977, when a determination of zero natural ow
was established, Canadian usage by approximately 15 pump irrigators

continued on the Milk River at a withdrawal rate of about 10 cubic feet
per second. As an emergency measure and because of serious drought

.e

conditions, an additional diversion of 10 cubic feet per second of St. Mary

In addition to its own natural ow the
Milk River carries water divertedfrom
the St. Mary River as specified in the
Boundary Waters Treaty.
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River water was authorized to ensure adequate ow in the Milk River for
both Canadian and United States uses. The diversion continued from
August 3 to 31, inclusive, after which time use of St. Mary River water
for irrigation in Alberta was prohibited.
Although the ows delivered across the international boundary by both
countries were de cient for a number of periods during the irrigation season, the de cits were soon refunded by subsequent deliveries and each
country received its allotted share. Problems due to a low runotf condition were satisfactorily resolved by close liaison and cooperation.

WATER QUALITY

Water Quality

Garrison Diversion Unit Reference
In September, the International Joint Commission reported to the
Governments of Canada and the United States on one of the most dif

cult and intricate issues the Commission has ever been asked to consider.

That is, the transboundary implications of the Garrison Diversion Unit.
As authorized by the United States Congress in 1965, the Garrison

Diversion Unit would divert water from the Missouri River through a
large irrigation development into the Hudson Bay Drainage Basin in
North Dakota. Construction was initiated in 1967. The Governments of
Canada and Manitoba expressed concern that return ows from the
GDU would have adverse transboundary effects. On October 22, 1975,

the International Joint Commission was asked by Canada and the United
States to examine into and report upon the transboundary implications of

the proposed completion and operation of the Garrison Diversion Unit.
The Commission s International Garrison Diversion Study Board
reported to the Commission in January 1977 and this report and its ve

appendices were widely distributed to all known interested parties. In
March, the Commission conducted public hearings to receive comment

on the report and to listen to the views of those concerned with the transboundary implications of the Garrison Diversion Unit.

The McClusky Canal ispart of the
Garrison Diversion Unit.
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The Commission, during its deliberations leading up to the
presentation of its own report to Governments, considered the Board s
report, testimony received at public hearings, and other submissions to
the Commission.

The I]C concluded that construction and operation of the Garrison

Diversion irrigation project in North Dakota as envisaged would cause
signi cant injury to health and property in Canada as a result of adverse
impacts on some of the more important biological resources in Manitoba.
As envisaged means the plan for the project approved by the United
States Government at the time the I]C was asked to investigate the transboundary implications.

Subsequent to the Reference, the IJC s International Garrison Diver-

sion Study Board proposed an improved sh screen at the McClusky

Canal and a closed system of water transport to prevent a transfer of

biota from the Missouri River Basin to the Hudson Bay drainage system.
Despite these two lines of defence the Commission concluded that,

because of the possibility of overland ows from accidents or under other

conditions, the modi ed sh screen and closed system could not be totally

relied upon. The Commission also noted that much uncertainty remains

concerning the amount of nitrogen which will reach the Souris River and
the ultimate fate of that chemical.
It was conceded that most of the adverse impacts on Canada can be
mitigated with the various modi cations proposed since the project was

envisaged; however, those impacts from possible biota transfers ( sh, sh

eggs, parasites, etc.) and sh diseases appear to be so threatening and so
irreversible if they occur, that the only acceptable policy at present is to

delay construction of those features of the Garrison Diversion Unit which
might result in such transfers, until the question of biota and sh diseases
transfer and the nitrogen question is agreed to be no longer a matter of

concern to the Governments.

The Commission concluded that the Lonetree Reservoir and its dams
could be constructed without an unacceptable risk to Canada, if all outlet

works from the Reservoir are located so as to diSCharge only into the Missouri River Basin (James River) and if shing in the Reservoir is forbidden.
Total dissolved solids in the return ows to Canada could be reduced

by removing irrigable areas with highly saline soils from the project and
replacing them with a similar acreage of less saline soils. However, this

would not improve the situation with nitrates.

The Commission noted the Study Board s frequent references to the

uncertainties of their ndings and predictions, especially as to the
expected concentrations of nitrogen. Therefore, the Commission con-

l9

cluded that it is mandatory to verify both the quality and quantity of
return ows from the project and to determine by research the ultimate

fate of nitrogen in the Souris River before there is additional irrigation
development in the Souris River area.

One Commissioner, while in general agreement with the majority of
conclusions stated in the Commission s report to Governments, differed
with some signi cant aspects of the rationale cited as the basis for those
conclusions; in particular, he differed with the approach taken by the
Commission in the setting u of a Water Quality Agreement for the

Souris and Red Rivers.

Great Lakes

,5.

By the end of 1977 much had been done by both Canada and the
United States to clean up the Great Lakes and to meet a variety of water
quality objectives. Certainly, substantially more data are available on the

Much had been done by the end of

I 977 to clean up the Great Lakes but
there is still a lot to do.
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water quality of the Great Lakes than existed when the two countries
signed the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement in 1972. However,
much remains to be done and in a climate of dif cult economic conditions
it remains imperative that a high priority be given to the task of cleaning
up and protecting this vast fresh water resource.
The Governments of the United States and Canada are presently

reviewing the operation and effectiveness of the 1972 Agreement. The
International Joint Commission has assisted in the implementation of the

Agreement in accordance with Article VI and in early 1977 it submitted

to the Governments a special report setting forth Commission views for
consideration by the Governments in their comprehensive review.

Problems which lie ahead are both short-term and long-term, the Com-

mission told the Governments. Effective municipal and industrial waste

treatment and phOSphorus removal facilities are still a short-term prior
ity. Problems involved in reducing pollution from diffuse sources such as
atmospheric fallout and various land-use activities will require more time

for solution and are considered to be critical in meeting the objectives of
the clean-up program. The fundamental principles of non-degradation
and enhancement of water quality where required are likely to continue
to be the bases of any new revised Agreement.
The Commission s principal advisers, the Great Lakes Water Quality

Board and the Great Lakes Research Advisory Board, presented their

annual reports to the Commission in open public meetings in Windsor in
July. The Pollution from Land Use Activities Reference Group
(PLUARG) presented a progress report. This Group will be presenting

its nal report to the Commission in 1978 and public hearings will be held
throughout the Great Lakes Basin following release of the report.

The Commission observed and concurred in a new approach to public

involvement undertaken by PLUARG. The Group formed nine Ameri-

can and eight Canadian public consultation panels to bring together tech-

nical and social advice from a number of groups representing the interests

of those likely to be affected by planned remedial action in the Great
Lakes Basin. Provided with data collected over ve years by PLUARG
these groups met regularly to consider the information and to contribute

ideas for use in the nal PLUARG report to the Commission. It is hoped
that the involvement of these public participation panels will lead to
greater understanding and interest in the tasks facing both nations as they
attempt to cope with the complex problems associated with the control of
pollution to the Lakes from land-use activities.
There appears to be clear evidence that water quality objectives
adopted for the Lakes are not overly conservative and may even require

further strengthening through lowering of certain permissible loadings in
the future. Tests have shown that when quantities of various different
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metals are combined in water at the objective levels, they can have a pro-

found synergistic effect on algae. 7

/

a

The Commission submitted to the Governments of Canada and the
United States a report proposing a series of objectives designed to protect
and enhance the water quality of the Great Lakes. The objectives are for a
range of parameters which, if not exceeded, will protect the most sensitive
beneficial uses ofthe Lakes.

Rainy River (Pollution)
Drought conditions which began in 1976 continued into 1977 and pro
duced a second consecutive low ow period for the months of January to
June. The water quality conditions monitored downstream of Fort Frances, Ontario and International Falls, Minnesota were generally poorer
than the 1976 conditions because ofthe resulting lower level of dilution.
Treatment facilities at both the Ontario Minnesota Pulp and Paper
Company at Fort Frances and the Boise Cascade Corporation across the
river at International Falls were not providing effective sewage treatment.
Monitoring stations downstream ofthe mills recorded high fecal bacterial
counts, high nutrient levels and depressed dissolved oxygen levels, particularly during June 1977.

The water quality conditions monitored
downstream ofFort Frances, Ontario
and International Falls, Minnesota

were generally poorer than the 1976

conditions because drought conditions
created a lower level ofdilution.
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In spite of the low Rainy Lake levels, it was necessary to increase outflow from 2,500 to 3,000 cubic feet per second in late June, in an attempt
to improve the dissolved oxygen levels downstream. By late fall, a signi -

cant rainfall had marked the end of the drought and water quality conditions improved, with dissolved oxygen levels approaching or exceeding
the IJ C objective of 5.0 mg/litre. The Commission has asked the Board
for a revised set of water quality objectives;

St. Croix River
The International Joint Commission had the happy task in 1977 of

reporting to the Governments of Canada and the United States that a

previously badly-polluted international river is now ready to receive
anadromous (ascending rivers to spawn, e.g. salmon) sh stocks. The
Commission recommended that the Governments undertake steps to

determine the feasibility of implementing a joint program for the
rehabilitation of the salmon shery in the St. Croix River.

In 1962 when the Commission established its Advisory Board on Pollution Control for the St. Croix River, untreated domestic sewage was

being discharged to the River from municipal systems both in Maine

and New Brunswick. Industrial pollution was also contributing to the

degradation of the River. In its latest progress report to the Commission, however, the Advisory Board reported a dramatic improvement in
water quality during the summer of 1977.

The clean-up of the River which ows along the Maine-New Bruns-

wick border has not been easy. An IJC report to the Governments of

Canada and the United States in 1959 emphasized the necessity of
improving the water quality. On September 30, 1961 the Governments
formally agreed that pollution abatement measures would be under
taken.

Progress in the abatement of both industrial and municipal waste discharges to the St. Croix River was slow, with numerous delays and setbacks. It was not until 1969, seven years after its establishment, that the

Advisory Board reported de nite progress in municipal sewage treatment.

In the industrial eld, waste water treatment efforts had little impact

on improving water quality until recently. Although some pollution
abatement programs were implemented as early as 1965, they did not
result in any signi cant changes in the condition of the St. Croix River.
However, in its latest progress report to the Commission, the Advisory Board reported a dramatic improvement in water quality condi-

tions following the completion of the secondary treatment system at the
Georgia-Paci c Corporation, Woodland, Maine, on April 27, 1977. The
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Board expressed optimism that, although more data must be accumulated to substantiate continuing progress, there will be suf cient
improvement in the water quality of the lower St. Croix River to continue to meet the established water quality objectives.
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Although dissolved oxygen levels are usually at their lowest during

the summer months, there was a marked improvement during June,

July and August. In June and July of 1976 the dissolved oxygen objective was violated 21 times in 24 days of record. In 1977, there was only
one violation and that a minor one in 61 days of record during June and
July.

Saint John River
The Canada-United States Committee on Water Quality in the Saint
John River was created by Canada and the United States in 1972 to

review progress in the conduct of water quality planning in the Saint

John River Basin, to exchange information, to assist in coordination
and consultation and to make appropriate recommendations regarding
improvement of water quality in the Basin. Because the formation of

The International Joint Commission
has recommended that negotiations
begin between the Governments of
Canada and the United States leading
to a water quality agreementfor the
Saint John River Basin.
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the Committee by the two Governments did not follow the established
procedures for referring water problems to the International Joint
Commission, the Committee worked independently of the Commission.

However, the Governments in 1972 also requested the Commission to

inquire into, and report upon, what actions the Governments should
take regarding the Committee s nal report and to suggest appropriate
institutional arrangements to assist the Governments in protecting and
enhancing the water quality of the Saint John River.
In its report of May 1977 to the Governments of Canada and the
United States, the International Joint Commission recommended that
negotiations begin between the two Governments leading to a CanadaUnited States water quality agreement for the Saint John River Basin. It
also recommended that the water quality objectives recommended by

the Committee for the Saint John River beadopted by the two Governments.

While negotiations are underway to develop an agreement, the Commission recommended that it be authorized to investigate the possibility
of restoring Atlantic Salmon to the Saint John River. The Commission
asked also that it be empowered to continue efforts to identify present
and future water uses for which each segment of the Saint John River is
best suited, monitor municipal and industrial waste treatment programs
and review steps to be taken by agriculture to improve or maintain
water quality, with particular reference to the problems of soil erosion

and potato waste disposal.

The IJC report further recommended that future developments in the
Saint John River Basin not go ahead before the completion of environmental impact assessments to determine the effect of such developments

on the entire Basin. The two Governments were also urged to adopt the
sampling and testing methodology recommended by the Canada-United

States Committee. This marked the rst time a Committee or Board has
recommended not only the objective to be sought but also the particular
methodology to be adopted.

Poplar River
In addition to the preparation of its report to Governments on the equitable allocation between Montana and Saskatchewan of the waters in the
Poplar River system originating in Canada, the Commission was
requested in August 1977 to undertake a water quality study of the River.
The Commission was asked by the Governments to include in its study
the transboundary water quality implications of the Saskatchewan Power
Corporation thermal power plant and the ancillary works including coal

mining now being developed in the basin. The Commission established
the International Poplar River Water Quality Board to undertake the
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necessary studies and held public hearings in Scobey, Montana and
Regina, Saskatchewan in November to discuss the Board s plan of study
and to receive the views of the public.
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The Commission was asked to study
the transboundary water quality

implications ofthe Saskatchewan

Power Corporation thermalpower

plant on the Poplar River.
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Air Quality

Michigan-Ontario Air Pollution
Indicative of the concern of various governments with the need to
improve air quality is the Reference received by the International Joint
Commission in 1975 which requested the Commission to report on the
state of air quality in the Detroit-Windsor and Port Huron-Sarnia areas
and on measures being taken under the 1974 Michigan-Ontario Memorandum of Understanding. Since 1972, the rst year when comprehensive
data were available, air quality in the Detroit-Windsor and Port Huron-

Sarnia areas has improved considerably.

In its annual report to the Governments under this Reference the Commission expressed concern that United States federal air quality standards
may be a factor in preventing the attainment of IJC air quality objectives
in the area; these objectives were established to protect health, property
and the environment ofthe citizens of Michigan and Ontario. The United
States 24 hour primary standard allows more than twice the concentration of particulates than the IJC objective and the 24-hour secondary
standard is also less restrictive.

Air Pollution
The IJC has had an International Air Pollution Advisory Board since
1967 to advise it on air quality along the boundary. One of the most dif cult and complex issues which the Board has brought to the attention of
the Commission is that involving the alleged transboundary ow of uoride emissions from the Reynolds Metals Company in Massena, New
York to Cornwall Island, Ontario (reported in last year s annual report).
An open meeting with the International Air Pollution Advisory Board
requested by both the Reynolds Metals Company and the St. Regis Band

Council was held June 28-29. The purpose of the meeting was to provide

an opportunity for the requesting parties, together with other interested
participants, to advise the Board ofthe current air quality situation and
the status and results of the various sampling and data analysis projects.
With the concurrence of the parties, the Board agreed to sit as a panel,
and as the meeting was not adversary in nature, cross-questions were
ruled out. The Commission did not view this information session as a formal public hearing.
Much con icting material was presented at the meeting. The evidence
suggested that the Reynolds Metal Company was the major source of
uoride emissions impacting on Cornwall Island. The data support the

position that there is no existing human health problem; however, the
importance of human health warrants continued monitoring.

Fluoride levels in forage are in excess of New York and Ontario standards in a limited area. The precise extent of the affected area is open to

debate and requires additional study. Information suggests that chronic
uorosis is manifested in both young and older cattle but the distribution
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The Commission has had an Interna-

tional Air Pollution Advisory Board

since 1967 to advise it on air quality
along the Boundary.

and severity of the uorosis is perplexing. The fact that only some animals in a herd exhibited symptoms of uorosis while others exposed to
the same forage exhibited lesser or no symptoms make the problem that
much more dil cult to explain.

The parties have made offers of cooperation to resolve the problem.

Governments and their agencies on both sides of the border have been

made aware of the problem and the Commission is hopeful that on-going
efforts to resolve it will be successful.

Long-Range Transport
The Air Pollution Advisory Board suggested to the Commission in

1977 that a mechanism be established for achieving international coordi-

nation and cooperation on monitoring and research related to the longrange transport of air pollutants. The Commission is aware of programs
existing in both Canada and the United States relating to this problem
and forwarded the Board s suggestions to the Governments for their consideration. The long-range transport of pollutants through the atmosphere poses serious and complex problems which eventually will have to
be dealt with at the international level.
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A:

International coordination and cooperation on monitoring and research rela-

ted to the long-range transport ofair

pollutants are necessary in dealing with

very complex problems.

Power Stations
The possible impact of thermal power generating stations on air quality
at the boundary is presently being considered by Governments, with at
least three different locations involved. Concern has been expressed about
possible air quality degradation from the Ontario Hydro Nanticoke Gen
erating Station on Lake Erie, a proposed Atikokan Generating Station in
northwestern Ontario and a plant being constructed by the Saskatechewan Power Corporation on the Poplar River
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OTHER MATTERS

Other Matters

A. Point Roberts
The residents of Point Roberts, Washington face a number of difficul-

ties in the areas of immigration and customs, municipal services and
future developments, which exist by reason of the fact that the only connection by land between Point Roberts and other territory of the United
States is through Canada. Although the Commission submitted a report
to the Governments in 1974 in which these problems were addressed, little, if any, action has been taken. The Commission, believing there was
little more it could do in this matter, informed Governments in August
1977 that it was terminating its work under the reference but that it
remained available if its further services were to be needed.

B. Skagit River
More than three years have elapsed since the Province of British

Columbia requested the Commission to reconsider its 1942 Order of

Approval giving permission to the city of Seattle to raise Ross Dam, and
to declare that Order null and void. The Order provided that the two par

ties should enter into an agreement for indemnifying the Province for any
damage suffered from ooding north of the international boundary. Such
nal agreement was signed in 1967.
Although the Commission has authority to review and exercise continuing jurisdiction over such Orders, it is of the opinion that direct discussions between the two parties are the most appropriate means of resolving
their differences.
Discussions between Seattle and British Columbia, which began in

1974, have proceeded slowly. However, in light of correspondence in

early 1977 with both parties in which they indicated a desire to continue

discussions, and in the public interest, the Commission dismissed without
prejudice the 1974 Request in the Application of the Province which
sought to nullify the 1942 Order.
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Some Structural
and Operational Problems

For several years the Commission has been aware of the growing
demands of its workload on members of the Commission and the Com-

mission sta ". In part, this increase is the result of a rise in the number of
references given to the Commission by the Governments of Canada and
the United States, and increased international participatory activities by
the Commission and some of its members. More importantly, it results

from a dramatic change in the complexity of the issues the Commission is
asked to deal with, coupled with the Governments request that the Com-

mission s investigations be completed as quickly as possible in order that
the results of Commission studies can be fully considered within each
country at the appropriate stage of the planning process. The Commission s investigations of the Garrison Diversion Unit, recently completed,
and Water Quality in the Poplar River, now underway, illustrate these
points.
Meetings on a variety of subjects in many locations across Canada and
the United States continued to require considerable travelling by Commissioners and staff throughout 1977. Meetings were with the public,
with IJC boards and committees, and in executive sessions. Executive sessions occupied 41 days, while 34 public hearings required another 22 days
on the road , with, of course, the additional days required for travel
associated with such work.
The increased complexity and urgency of Commission investigations
have added a new dimension to the Commission s basic activity, that
is, to ful ll its responsibilities under the Boundary Waters Treaty of
1909, the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement of 1972 and other

international agreements, in a thorough and timely fashion. This new
environment within which the Commission operates requires that the
Commission reassess its organization in order to assure itself that it
can carry out its responsibilities and, at the same time, not disturb the
nature of the Commission as an independent institution which has
enabled the Commission to serve the interests of the citizens of both
the United States and Canada.

To date, the Commission has focused in the areas of structure and

organization on the size and expertise required for its headquarters ot ces

and improved mechanisms for timely funding of its investigations under

new references from the Governments.

With regard to stalling patterns, the Commission has long been aware

of the need for additional staff to deal with both the volume and variety of
tasks the Governments have asked the Commission to undertake. In the
past few years, new positions have been added to the Canadian Section,

ranging from engineering to economics and public information. In the

United States, two new positions have been added in the current scal
year, including one for an environmental adviser. If the Commission s
budget for the United States scal year 1979 is approved by the US. Con-
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gress, four new positions will have been added. These will provide addi-

tional support in engineering and public information. With these new
positions there will be rough equivalence between the United States and
Canadian Sections.
With regard to funding, the Commission on many occasions found it
dif cult to proceed expeditiously with its investigations under new refer-

ences. This is because the bulk of the funding for these investigations

comes from agencies of the two Governments and, due to the length of

the budgetary process, it is very dif cult for these agencies to anticipate
and plan for references that may come to the Commission at some future
date. This problem is discussed in a report by the US. General Accounting Of ce entitled How the United States can and should Improve its

Funding of International Joint Commission Activities . One of the recommendations of that report is that a separate fund be established to

ensure that funds are readily available to promptly begin needed studies
that had not yet been requested at the time the budget was prepared.

There is now before the US. Congress a proposal that would implement
this recommendation.

The actions outlined above are important steps in assuring that the

Commission is able to carry out its responsibilities rapidly and effectively.

The Commission greatly appreciates the close cooperation and active
support it has received from both Governments

now a deeply-rooted

tradition for the Governments and the Commission.

The Commission is convinced, however, that due to the changing

nature of the matters coming before it, and the increased urgency of

requests for studies, the Commission should review its activities in a
structural and institutional way to ensure that it is responsive to needs

of both countries at this stage of its history. The Commission intends
to undertake such a review in the coming year.
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Appendix 1
I] C Organizational Arrangement
and Boards (1977)

COMMISSIONERS.
LVNI'I I-il) S'I'A I IiS SIZCI'ION

St. Croix River
Lake Champlain
St. Lawrence River
Niagara River

Lake Superior

Prairie Portage
Rainy & Namakan Lakes
Souris River
St. Mary & Milk Rivers
Kootenay Lake
Columbia River
Osoyoos Lake
Skagit River

Great Lakes Levels
Rousseau River Drainage
Souris-Red Rivers
Point Roberts
Richelieu River and

Lake Champlain

COMMISSIONERS.
CANADIAN SIZC I ION

St. Croix River
Red River
Rainy River
Air Pollution along
the Boundary

ADVY'

-

Air Quality
Michigan/Ontario
Garrison Diversion

Lake Erie Regulation

Great Lakes Diversions
and Consumptive Uses
Poplar Water Quality
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Appendix 2

IJC List of International

Projects 1912-1977
Under the Boundary Waters Treaty and other international arrangements, the
[JC generally receives its projects
( l) by applications to it for approval of certain activities on boundary or transboundary waters, or (2) by referral to it by the US. and/or Canadian Government to make investigations (references).
A or R on the chart indicates application or reference.........................

The year refers to the date the application or reference was submitted to

the IJC.

The IJC Document number is the of cial identi cation number for the pur-

pose of keeping track of the projects.

NUMERICAL INDEX AND CAPSULE 0F IJC DOCKETS
Year

Docket
No.

1912

l A

Rainy River Improvement Co.

Dismissed as covered by a

2 A

Watrous Island Boom Co.
Boom in Rainy River

Approved. No Board.

3 R

Lake of the Woods Levels

Completed. Resulted in the 1925
Convention. Active board.

4R

Pollution of Boundary Waters

Completed. Recommendations
not implemented.

5R

Livingstone Channel
Detroit River

Completed. Recommendations
implemented.

6A

Michigan Northern Power Co.

Approved. First Board of

7 A

Greater Winnipeg Water District
100 mgd from Shoal Lake for

Approved. No board.

8 A

Algoma Steel Corporation
St. Mary's River Dam

Approved. Active board.

9R

St. Mary and Milk Rivers
Article VI of B.W. Treaty

Issued Order in 1921 on method
of water measurement and
apportionment.

10 A

The St. Croix Water & Power Co.

Same structure. Approved in 1915.

1915

11 A

Sprague s Falls Mfg. Co.
Grand Falls Dam
(with N0. 10)

1916

12 A

International Lumber Co.
Boom in Rainy River

Approved. No board.

13 A

St. Clair River Channel

Approved dredging. No board.
Compensating works not
constructed.

14 A

New York and Ontario Power Co.
Waddington Weir

Decision postponed. Now inun
dated by St. Lawrence Power.

15 A

St. Lawrence River & Power Co.
Massena Weir

Approved. Board was established.
Works removed prior to St.

1913

Title

Kettle Falls Dam

St. Mary s River Dam
(with No. 8)

Action

special agreement.

Control. Active board.

Winnipeg water supply

(with No. 6)
1914

1918

Grand Falls Dam
(with N0. 11)

Amended in 1931
Active Board.

Docket 28.
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Year

Docket
No.

Action

Title

Lawrence Power PI'OJCCI.

16A

Canadian Cottons Ltd.
Milltown Dam on St. Croix River

Withdrawn in 1919.

1920

17R

St. Lawrence River Navigation
and Power

Completed. Treaty drafted in 1932.
US. Senate did not ratify it.
Revived in Docket 68.

1923

18A

State of Maine Fishways
Fishway in St. Croix River

Approved. No board.

1925

19A

New Brunswick Electric Power
Commission

Approved without passing on the
issue of downstream bene ts.

Grand Falls Dam on St. John River

No board.

Rainy Lake Levels

Completed. Led to Convention of
1928. Active Board. See Docket 50.

Bu alo and Fort Erie Public

Approved. No board.

1926

St. John River & Power Co.
Grand Falls Dam on St. John River

Approved transfer of approval
granted under Docket 19.

1927

Creston Reclamation Co. Ltd.
Dyking on Kootenay River in
Canada and above the Lake

Approved. No board.

St. Lawrence River & Power Co.
Raise Massena Weir

No action. Hearing adjourned
sine die . Now inundated by
St. Lawrence Power Project.

Trail Smelter Fumes

Completed. Report not accepted
by US. The tribunal award similar
to [J C.

Roseau River Drainage

Completed. Governments to
respond

West Kootenay Power & Light

Withdrawn in 1934.

20R

Bridge Co.
Bridge over Niagara River

1928

1929

24A

26R
27A

Co., Ltd.

Kootenay Lake Storage

1931

St. Croix Water Power Co.,
and Sprague Falls Mfg. Co.
Grand Falls Dam on St. Croix River

Approved raising forebay 1.5 feet.
Active board. Initial approval in

Approved. No board.

1932

29A

Kootenay Valley Power and
Development Co.
Dyking on Kootenay River in
Canada near Creston

1932
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Docket number assigned in error
- same as above

Dockets 10& 11.

Madawaska Company
Grand Falls Dam on St. John River

Denied. Related to claims
pursuant to operation under
Dockets 10 & 22.

1934

Canadian Cottons Ltd.
Milltown Dam on St. Croix River

Approved. Active Board.

1935

Jean Lariviere
Private small dam on Little St.
John Lake

Approved. No board.

Bruner, P.C.
Dyking on Kootenay River in
Canada

Approved. No board.

34A

41

Docket

1936

1937

Action

Title

Year

Montana Conservation Board
Dam on East Fork of Poplar River

Approved. Dam not built. No
board.

Myrum Geo. B.
Repair of Prairie Portage Dam

Approved. Repair work on existing
timber dam not implemented.

Champlain Waterway
Deep waterway from St, Lawrence
to Hudson River

Completed. Recommended new
study after St. Lawrence Seaway
built.

Richelieu River Remedial Works

Approved. Only control gates
installed. Dykes and excavation

not implemented. Active board.

West Kootenay Power & Light
Co., Ltd.
Corra Linn Darn for Kootenay
Lake Storage

Approved. Active board.

United States Forest Service

Approval granted to reconstruct
dam. Only co erdam built. Active
board.

41R

Souris River

Water apportionment

Governments approved interim
measures recommended by DC.
Active Board of Control.

1940

42A

Creston Reclamation Co., Ltd.
Dykes along Kootenay River in
Canada

Approval settled outstanding
differences. No board. Initial
approval under Docket 23.

1941

43A

West Kootenay Power & Light
Co., Ltd.

Approved for one year. Active
board.

1938

39A

1939

Prairie Portage Dam

Additional two feet of storage

on Kootenay Lake

1940

44A

Grand Coulee Dam & Reservoir
Backwater raised water level in
Canada

1941

45A

West Kootenay Power & Light

Approved. Active board.

Informal request considered to be

C0,, Ltd.

unnecessary application.

City ofSeattle

Approved. Board established
when Seattle & B.C. reached
agreement in 1967.

West Kootenay Power & Light

Approved until end ofthe war.
Board active.

Additional two feet of storage
on Kootenay Lake

46A

1942

47A

Ross Dam, Skagit River

Co., Ltd.
Additional two feet of storage
on Kootenay Lake

48A

Creston Reclamation C0,, Ltd.
Reclamation of ooded lands in
Duck Lake

Approved. No board.

49A

State of Washington
Zosel Dam at outlet of Osoyoos
Lake

Approved. Active board.

50R

Rainy Lake Watershed
Emergency conditions in Rainy
and Namakan Lakes.
Special jurisdiction under

Completed. Issued and subsequently modi ed Orders specifying
rule curves. Active board.

Columbia River

Completed. Led to Columbia

Convention of 1928.

1944

See Docket 20

River Treaty.
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Year

Docket
No.

52A

Action

Title

Ontario & Minnesota Pulp
& Paper Co.

Ash Rapids Dam in Lake ofthe

Approved but notbuilt. Lake of
the Woods Board of Control to
supervise.

Woods

1946

1948

53R

Sage Creek
Appropriation of waters

Completed. No action by

54R

Pollution of St. Clair River,
Lake St. Clair and Detroit River
and St. Mary s River

Completed, Surveillance over
water quality until Great Lakes
Water Quality Agreement signed

55R

Pollution of Niagara River

Completed. Surveillance until
Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement signed in 1972.

56

Northern States Power Co.
Number assigned in error

Was dealt with under Docket 41.

57R

Waterton & Belfy Rivers
Further uses and apportionment

Studies completed. IJC divided on

Souris & Red Rivers
Further uses and apportionment
of waters

Completed. Board still reports on
its umbrella activities.

West Kootenay Power Co., Ltd.
Additional two feet of storage
on Kootenay Lake

Aproved for four years. Board

of waters
58R

Passamaquoddy Tidal Power

Governments.

in 1972.

national lines. Only Canadians
reported.

active.

Completed. Government accepted

apportionment of costs of further
studies.

1949

Air Pollution in Windsor-Detroit
area from vessels

Completed. Surveillance activities
terminated in 1966.

1950

Creston Reclamation Co., Ltd.
Levels of Duck Lake

Approved. Board active.

63R

St. John River
Water resources of the basin
above Grand Falls

Completed.

64R

Niagara Falls Preservation and
enhancement of their beauty

Completed and accepted by
Governments. Active Board.

65A

Libby Dam and Reservoir

Withdrawn.

66A

Consolidated Mining &
Smelting Co.
Waneta Dam on Pend Oreille River

Approved. No board.

67R

Lake Ontario Levels

Completed. Studies concurrent

68A

St. Lawrence Power

69A

Libby Dam and Reservoir

No decision. Problem solved by
Columbia River Treaty.

70A

Creston Reclamation Co., Ltd.
Modi cation of 1950 Order on
Duck Lake

Approved. Board active.

St. Croix River
Use, conservation and regulation

Completed. Pollution aspect still
under active surveillance.

Passamaquoddy Tidal Power

Completed.

1951

1952

1954

1955
1956

72R

with Application under Docket 68.
Approved. Very active board.
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Year

Docket
No.

Title

A (lion

Rainy River and Lake of the
Woods Pollution

Completed Rainy River still
under active surveillance.

1961

Additional Remedial Works above
Niagara Falls

Completed Studies led to application under Docket 75.

Hepco and Pasny
Remedial Works above Niagara
Falls

Approved. Active board.

Pembina River
Cooperative development of water

Completed. Recommendations

Champlain Waterway

Completed. Negative report.

Power Authority State of
New York
Shoal Removal. Niagara Falls

Approved. Active board.

M, ..

1959

1962

76R

resources

Commercial navigation
1963

1964

1966

not acted upon.

79A

Lake Erie-Niagara River Ice Boom

Approved. Active board.

80A

Vanceboro Dam

Approved. Active board.

81R

Red River Pollution

Completed. Active surveillance.

82R

Great Lakes Levels

Completed. Governments expected to act on recommendations.

Pollution of Lower Great Lakes

Completed. Led to signing of
Great Lakes Water Quality Agree
ment in 1972.

84A

1967

Cominco

Approved for one season. Board

Two feet additional storage on
Kootenay Lake

active.

Air Pollution
In Detroit-St. Clair River areas

Completed. General observation
along rest ofboundary by
the International Air Pollution
Advisory Board.

American Falls, Niagara River

Completed. Governments yet
to act.

Forest City Dam
On St. Croix River

Approved. Order void because
applicant did not agree to
conditions.

1968

88A

Raisin River
Diversion from St. Lawrence River

Approved. Board active.

1969

89A

Metropolitan Corporation of
Greater Winnipeg
Diversion from Soal Lake of
water for domestic purposes

IJC action deferred at
applicant's request.

90A

Creston Valley Wildlife
Management Area
Duck Lake Levels

Approved. Active board.

91R

Skagit River

Completed.

92R

Point Roberts

IJC work under the Reference
of cially terminated in 1977.

93A

Cominco
Kootenay Lake Storage

Withdrawn.

1971

Environmental consequences of
ooding

Socio problems of residents
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Docket
Year

x VO.

1972

94R

Pollution of Upper Great Lakes

Studies completed. Public
hearingsin 1977.

95R

Pollution of Great Lakes from
land use activities

Studies underway.

96R

St. John River Water Quality
A CCMS project

Completed. Commission reported

US. Department of State
Emergency Regulation of Lake
Superior

Application in suspense. Dealt
with on interim emergency basis.

1973

1975

1976

Title

Action

to Governments in 1977.

pending Government's
con rmation.

Richelieu-Champlain
Regulation

Interim report submitted. New
environmental study underway
in 1975.

Air Quality

Commission reports annually
to Governments on MichiganOntario Air Pollution

100A

Toussaint Causeway

Application approved.

101 R

Garrison Diversion Project

102A

Flood Control Works
Richelieu River

99R

Board studies completed.

Commission reported to Governments

Consideration deferred.
Awaiting action under Docket 98.
in 1977.

1977

103 R

Lake Erie Regulation

Studies underway.

104R

Great Lakes Diversions
and Consumptive Uses

Studies underway.

105 R

Great Lakes Technical Information
Network

Board not yet established.

106R

Great Lakes Levels Advisory Board

Discussions with Governments
underway to establish Advisory
Board.

107 R

Poplar River Water Quality

Studies underway.
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Appendix 3
I]C Actual and Anticipated
Expenditures 1971-1979

Fiscal Year

1971-72 .............................................................
1972-73 .............................................................
1973-74 .............................................................
1974-75 .............................................................
1975-76 .............................................................
1976-77**1 .......................................................
1977-78**l .......................................................
1978-79** .........................................................

Fiscal Year

1971 ..................................................................
1972 ..................................................................
1973 ..................................................................
1974 ..................................................................
1975 ..................................................................
1976 ..................................................................
1977* ................................................................
1978 ..............................................................
1979" ..............................................................
*Estimated
Anticipated

Canadian Secretariat

Great Lakes Regional Of ce

OTTAWA

WINDSOR

Expenditures

Man Years

Expenditures

11
12
14
20
21
23
24
24

206,000
598,500
717,000
904,000
1,156,000
1,289,000

536,000
451,000
504,000
873,500
1,940,000
1,178,000
1,104,000
841,000

Man Years

4
8
20
23
23
23
23

US. Secretariat

Great Lakes Regional Of ce

WASHINGTON

WINDSOR

Expenditures

128,500
166,000
256,500
314,000
369,000
476,000
429,000
620,000
781,000

Man Years

Expenditures

4
5
8
9
9
9
9
11
15

22,000
152,000
400,000
674,200
711,000
852,000
863,000

Man Years

.4
2
4.2
11
10
10
10

***Included in Ottawa Secretariat budget

This includes payments to the Government at Ontariofor

one-half the costs of the work carried out by Ontario in direct
support of the Commission s Land Use Activities Reference

and the Upper Lakes Pollution Reference. United States

3Dijferences indicated by Regional Of ce totals are caused
by differing scal years between Canada and the United
States.
Fiscal Year 1976 was a I5-month Fiscal year covering the

costs for these studies are borne by the Environmental Protection Administration.
The costs of the Regional O ice at Windsor, sta ed by
Canadian and United States Public Servants, are shared
equally between Canada and the United States exceptfor

period July I, 1975 to September 30, 1976. FY 77 begins the

and retained by Canada. Each Country pays and recruits its
own o icials. The gures above represent salaries of Canadian

services of other Departments which have been provided to

capital items (furniture and furnishings) which are paidfor

professional and support staffand the total operating costs
which are initially paidfrom Canadian appropriations and
then are shared by the United States equally.

new US scal year which now begins October I and ends September 30.

Canadian expenditures expressed in Canadian dollars;
US. expenditures in US. dollars.
It is not possible to estimate approximate values ofthe

the IJC during the same period, which have run into mil-

lions of dollars. Much of the work performed by Departments for the IJC consists of work required as well under
ongoing Departmental programs.

Appendix 4
IJ C Documents 1977

IJ C Reports to Governments:
IJC Annual Report, 1976
Second Annual Report on Michigan-Ontario Air Pollution
Fifth Annual Report on Great Lakes Water Quality

A Special Report on Various Provisions of the Great Lakes Water

Quality Agreement, February 1977
Report to Governments on Water Quality in the Saint John River
Basin
Report to Governments on the Transboundary Implications of the
Garrison Div ersion Unit
New and Revised Water Quality Objectives
Great Lakes Water Quality Reports:
Great Lakes Water Quality; Fifth Annual Report to the IJC by the
Great Lakes Water Quality Board, July 1977
Great Lakes Surveillance and Monitoring; Proceedings of a Workshop
held in Windsor, Ontario, January 20-21, 1976, sponsored by the
Great Lakes Water Quality Board.
Great Lakes Research Advisory Board Annual Report to the International Joint Commission, July 1977

Report to the Great Lakes Research Advisory Board on the Health

Implications of NTA. Prepared by the Task Force on NTA, May
1977

Proceedings of a Workshop on Fluvial Transport of Sediment Associated Nutrients and Contaminants, held in Kitchener, Ontario,
October 20-22, 1976

Proceedings of a Workshop on Environmental Mapping of the Great
Lakes held in Windsor, Ontario, November 8-10, 1976
International Reference Group on Great Lakes Pollution from Land
Use Activities. Annual Progress Report to the IJC, July 1977
CANADIAN SECTION:
100 Metcalfe Street, 18th Floor

Ottawa, Ontario KlP 5M1

UNITED STATES SECTION:
1717 H Street, N.W., Suite 203

Washington, DC. 20440

REGIONAL OFFICE:
100 Ouellette Avenue, 8th Floor
Windsor, Ontario N9A 6T3
Telephone 313/963-9041 and
519/256-7821

IJC Reports are available at the Commission of ces in Washington and Ottawa. Great Lakes water quality
reports are available at the UC Great Lakes Regional Of ce in Windsor, Ontario

Appendix 5
I]C International Boards

Board Appearance

Reports
a! IJC Executive
Meetings
Frequency
When

Boards of Control
St. Lawrence River (4)2
Niagara River (2)
Lake Superior (1)
St. Croix River (1)
Prairie Portage (1)
Rainy Lake (l)
Lake of the Woods (l) (x)
Souris River (1)
St. Mary-Milk Rivers (1)
Kootenay Lake (2)
Columbia River (1)
Osoyoos River (2)
Skagit River (1)
Champlain (l) yy

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
As Rq
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

SemiSemiAnnual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

Apr-Oct
Apr-Oct
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr

Pollution Advisory Boards
St. Croix River Pollution (3)
Rainy River Pollution (2)

As Rq
As Rq

SemiSemiSemiSemi-

Apr-Oct
Apr-Oct
Apr-Oct
Apr-Oct
Apr-Oct

Red River Pollution (2)

Air Pollution-Boundary (3)

As Rq

Yes

Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement
Great Lakes Water Quality (9)
Great Lakes Research Adv. (8)
Upper Lakes Pollution (8)
Land Use Activities (9)
Working Group on Dredging (7) yyy

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

SemiSemiSemi«
Annual

Investigative-Engineering Boards
Champlain-Richelieu (5)
Souris and Red Rivers (3)
Michigan/Ontario Air Pollution (3)

Yes
No
Yes

Monthly
Annual
SemiSemiSemiSemi-

Lake Erie Regulation (4)

Great Lakes Diversions and Consumptive Uses (5)
Poplar Water Quality (4)

Yes

Yes
Yes

Apr-Oct
Apr-Oct
Apr

Oct.
Apr Oct
Apr-Oct
Apr-Oct

Apr-Oct

Notes: *Regulation Data Submitted weekly. M'Regulation Data Submitted monthly. yy Inactive.
yyy Not reporting directly. (x) Strictly not an IJC Board since created by Convention and appointed
by Governments. (xx) Created by both Governments but reporting to IJC. (2) Indicates number of
Canadian and American Board members. (As Rq) as required.
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Appendix 6
Directory of Commissioners
and Staff Principals 1977

CANADIAN SECTION
100 Metcalfe Street, 18th Floor
OTTAWA, Ontario KlP 5M1

Telephone: 613/992-2945
COMMISSIONERS
Maxwell Cohen, Q.C., Chairman

Bernard Beaupré
Keith A. Henry
STAFF

J. Lloyd MacCallum, Q.C., Assistant to the
Chairman and Legal Adviser (retired,
December 1977)
David G. Chance, Secretary to the Commission

Samuel Wex, Legal Adviser
Murray W. Thompson, ChiefEngineer
Walter A. Sargent, Information Of cer
UNITED STATES SECTION
1717 H Street, N.W., Suite 203

WASHINGTON, DC. 20440
Telephone: 202/296-2 142

COMMISSIONERS
Henry P. Smith III, Chairman

Charles R. Ross
Victor L. Smith
STAFF

John F. Hendrickson, Executive Director
and Environmental Adviser
William A. Bullard, Secretary to the
Commission

Stewart H. Fonda, J r., Engineer Adviser
James G. Chandler, Legal Adviser
REGIONAL OFFICE
100 Ouellette Avenue, 8th Floor
WINDSOR, Ontario N9A 6T3

Telephones: 313/963-9041 and 519/255-7821
Kenneth A. Oakley, Director
Kenneth H. Walker, Associate Director
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